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Command Syntax Conventions
The conventions used to present command syntax in this book are the same conventions
used in the IOS Command Reference. The Command Reference describes these conventions as follows:
■

Boldface indicates commands and keywords that are entered literally, as shown. In

actual configuration examples and output (not general command syntax), boldface
indicates commands that are manually input by the user (such as a show command).
■

Italics indicate arguments for which you supply actual values.

■

Vertical bars (|) separate alternative, mutually exclusive elements.

■

Square brackets [ ] indicate optional elements.

■

Braces { } indicate a required choice.

■

Braces within brackets [{ }] indicate a required choice within an optional element.
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Introduction
This book was written to address the need for increased understanding of network security. Many texts are available on the subject, and they have value. However, many people
and companies are now considering increasing their network security. Where do you
start? Perhaps you want to deploy wireless and you need to ensure that it is secure. What
single resource can provide you with a good overview of wireless security or firewalls, and
so on? This book provides you with enough security information that you can leverage
your newfound knowledge for your own benefit and for the benefit of your organization.
This book was written from the standpoint that every reader needs security but does not
actually understand the risks and available techniques and possibilities. Each chapter
addresses a specific aspect of an overall layered security model and enables you to see
and understand why security for each area is needed, what you should consider, and how
you should proceed.

Goals and Methods
The goal of this book is to provide a resource for every person concerned with security.
Readers do not have to be networking professionals or CIOs to benefit from this book,
although they can as well. It is our hope that all readers, from students to professionals,
will benefit from this book.
You can explore each component of the network and verify how it can be securely
deployed. When complex security technologies or concepts are encountered, they are
explained with real-world examples and practical analogies. This book covers serious
topics, but it should also be fun and easy to read. We have endeavored to meet this goal.

Who Should Read This Book?
This book was written with a broad audience in mind. Consider students who are hearing
all about the importance of network security and want to focus on this area. This book
helps them by providing an understanding of all the major components of securing a network. Perhaps you are a networking professional with in-depth expertise in routing and
switching, and now you have been asked to deploy wireless (securely). This book provides a solid foundation upon which to explore the subject matter in more depth, while
understanding the different components necessary for accomplishing your goals. You
might even be a CIO who has been tasked with determining whether you should invest in
an intrusion detection system (IDS). Perhaps you need to understand why this is needed,
how it works, and when/where to use it.
Regardless of your expertise or role in the IT industry, this book has a place for you; it
takes concepts and simplifies them to give you a solid foundation of understanding. What
you do with that knowledge is up to you. This book might give you what you need, or it
might be the first step in your journey.
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How This Book Is Organized
Although you could read this book cover-to-cover, it is designed to be flexible and enable
you to easily move between chapters and sections of chapters to cover only the material
you need. If you do intend to read them all, the order in which they are presented is an
excellent sequence.
Chapters 1 through 12 cover the following topics:
■

Chapter 1, “There Be Hackers Here”: Provides a glimpse into the mind and motivation
of the individuals who attack your systems. This chapter covers tools, techniques, and
attacks.

■

Chapter 2, “Security Policies”: Starts the defense-in-depth concept with the foundation of securing your network, which is the security policy. This chapter goes over
roles and responsibilities within your organization, defines various corporate policies,
and then goes over industry standards in use that you should be aware of. When you
finish with the chapter, you will understand the role that polices play and one of the
ways to prepare/respond to incidents.

■

Chapter 3, “Processes and Procedures”: Discusses common security operating
processes and provides an overview of how to implement those processes and procedures from the ground up. This chapter also includes some industry best practices
that are sure to help you and your organization.

■

Chapter 4, “Network Security Standards and Guidelines”: Goes into depth on the
industry standards and guidelines for security implementation within your organization for Cisco, Microsoft, and Macintosh products. It then gives some best practices
for implementing and configuring various security devices, such as your Cisco IOS,
firewall/ASA, and intrusion prevention system (IPS).

■

Chapter 5, “Overview of Security Technologies”: Discusses the nuts and bolts of
how to use security technologies from the most basic access control lists available in
every router to global solutions such as PKI. Many of these technologies are used
today without your needing to fully understand when or where they operate. After
reading this chapter, you will understand the benefits of these technologies, where
they operate, and some of the risks associated with them.

■

Chapter 6, “Security Protocols”: Looks at security from an encryption protocol
implementation point of view. In addition, it considers the limitations of each covered
security protocol because nothing is perfect.

■

Chapter 7, “Firewalls”: Covers firewalls and how they operate. It examines who
needs a firewall and why they are an essential part of your network’s defense.

xxiii
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■

Chapter 8, “Router Security”: If you have a network, you have a router; they have
evolved over the years and are now effective security devices. This chapter discusses
the expanded security capabilities of routers.

■

Chapter 9, “IPsec Virtual Private Networks (VPN)”: Discusses the role of VPNs
and how they are reshaping the public Internet, encrypting all information that flows
across the Internet. This includes the functional characteristics and operational
parameters.

■

Chapter 10, “Wireless Security”: Discusses the hottest technology, wireless, and
explains that all is not well in this IT nirvana. Hackers have also come here, and they
bring a full complement of tools. Many think that wireless is safe and easy; this
chapter ensures that those people become security conscious.

■

Chapter 11, “Intrusion Detection and Honeypots”: Discusses how you can detect
a hacker’s attempt to gain access into your network by implementing an intrusion
detection system (IDS) or intrusion prevention system (IPS). It compares and contrasts the two so that you understand the role of each device. In addition, it discusses one of the ways to confuse a hacker—through the use of a honeypot.

■

Chapter 12, “Tools of the Trade”: Chapter 1 warns you that there be hackers . . . this
chapter helps you understand what you are up against by discussing the various
methods and tools used by hackers to infiltrate computer systems. This chapter then
examines the available tools for identifying weaknesses in your network and the
anatomy of a security audit, which is a crucial piece for ensuring that a network is
secure and thus foiling the bad guy.
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“Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear—not absence of fear.”—Mark Twain
By the end of this chapter, you should know and be able to explain the following:
■

Who needs a firewall, and why firewalls are used to protect network resources

■

How a firewall is a technological expression of your organization’s written security
policy

■

When a DMZ is appropriate and the security benefits you gain by deploying a firewall with a DMZ

Answering these key questions enables you to understand the overall characteristics and
importance of network security. By the time you finish this book, you will have a solid
appreciation a firewall’s role, its issues, how it works, and why it is so important to the
security of your network.
The Internet is an exciting and wonderful place to browse and explore. It has been likened
to the Wild West, The Great Frontier, and other grandiose achievements of mankind. In
reality, the World Wide Web is merely a collection of routers and servers that make up the
largest WAN in recorded history. This collection of networking gear provides mail servers,
websites, and other information storage and retrieval systems and is all connected to the
Internet and accessible to every person who is also connected. It has even been said that
the Internet will contain the collective institutional knowledge of mankind, eventually.
Entire books have been written on the Internet’s potential and its impact on our lives—
rest assured that this is not one of those books. But it does make you ponder just how
much of your life is out there already that you might or might not be aware of.
We are concerned with a network’s security, so we must ask what kinds of safeguards are
in place to protect such an unbelievable amount of information. Is there some organization that polices the Internet much in the same way that law enforcement cruises the highways? How about a governmental agency that snoops around and double-checks every
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possible device connected to the Internet? The answer to these questions is no; there is no
unifying organization responsible for protecting the Internet.
The job of securing and protecting the gateways of the Internet’s knowledge is left up to
the person or persons responsible for the Internet connection and network hardware/software, such as the router, firewall, switch, server operating systems, application, and so on.
This person or persons are tasked with the job to ensure that hackers (the bad guys) do
not make a mess of the carefully stored and catalogued information in question. And just
how can you protect a website, mail server, FTP server, or other information sources
accessible from the Web?
The answer is one word—firewall. The sole purpose of these dedicated hardware devices
is to provide security for your network. A firewall is a security device that sits on the
edge of your Internet connection and functions as an Internet border security officer. It
constantly looks at all the traffic entering and exiting your connection, waiting for traffic
it can block or reject in response to an established rule. The firewall is the law and protection in the lawless wild wild web. A firewall is ever vigilant in its mission to protect the
network resources connected to it.
The Internet has made so much information available to individual users as, over the years,
access to this information has evolved from an advantage to an essential component for
both individuals and businesses. However, making your information available on the
Internet can expose critical or confidential data to attack from everywhere and anywhere
in the world—the Internet is literally a worldwide network. This means that, when you
connect to the Internet in Madison, Mississippi, you can be subject to attacks from
Europe, Asia, and Russia—literally any device connected to the Internet anywhere on the
earth, which is kind of disturbing. Firewalls can help protect both individual computers
and corporate networks from hostile attacks from the Internet, but you must understand
your firewall to correctly use it.
This 24-hour/365-day-a-year “electronic Robocop” has an important job: to keep the bad
guys out and let the good guys get to the resources they need to do their jobs. Sounds
simple, right? On paper, it sounds like a walk in the park, but in reality, properly configuring a firewall is far from easy.
In some cases, a badly configured or feature-inadequate firewall can be worse than no firewall at all. This is difficult to believe, isn’t it? Nonetheless, it is true. This chapter dissects a
firewall’s duties to understand what makes a firewall operate and how it does its job.

Firewall Frequently Asked Questions
Before looking at the overall operation of a firewall, the following sections examine and
answer some of the fundamental questions about them.
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Who Needs a Firewall?
This is perhaps the most frequently asked security question. If you plan to connect to the
Internet, you need a firewall. It does not matter whether you connect from home or your
company connects—you need a firewall, period! The increased penetration of broadband
Internet services to the home and their always-on Internet connections make home security even more important.

Why Do I Need a Firewall?
You read about security threats in the papers or hear about them on the evening news
almost every day: viruses, worms, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, hacking, and new vulnerabilities to your computer. For example, Code Red, Slammer, and other threats/vulnerabilities. are changing with the prevalence of malware and botnets.
It is no secret that hackers are out there, and they are out to get you. Often, you do not
know who they are, but you do know where they are and where you do not want them to
be (in your network). Like pirates of old who roamed the seas, hackers freely roam the open
expanses of the Internet. You do not want them to enter your network and roam among the
computers that connect to it, and that is where a firewall becomes a requirement.
You know that you must protect your network from these attackers, and one of the most
efficient methods of protecting your network is to install a firewall. By default, any good
firewall prevents network traffic from passing between the Internet and your internal network. This does not mean that the firewall can stop all traffic—that defeats the purpose of
being on the Internet. It does mean that the firewall is configured to allow only web
browsing (HTTP/port 80) to access it from the Internet. Along the way, the firewall provides Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) rules to every incoming packet (as discussed previously in Chapter 2, “Security Policies.”)
The alternative to having a firewall is allowing every connection into your network from
anyone, anywhere—there wouldn’t be any sort of packet inspection to determine whether
an attack is hidden within one of the incoming packets. Not having a firewall is ill-advised
and will make your organization wide open to everyone on the Internet.

Do I Have Anything Worth Protecting?
I often hear people say, “I understand that if I had something worth protecting, I would
definitely need a firewall. However, I do not have anything an attacker would want, so
why should I worry about a firewall?”
Networks and their resources are important to the way our society conducts business and
operates. In practical terms, this means that there is value to your network and having it
effectively operate. This increased role of networks means that you definitely have something worth protecting to some degree, as documented in the following list:
■

Downstream liability: This sounds like a confused Bassmasters fishing show title, but
it is perhaps the next big step in the legal evolution of the Internet. Downstream lia-
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bility involves allegations that an attacker has taken control of a target computer
(yours) and used it to attack a third party. Assume that it is your company’s computer
that has been compromised by a hacker. Your company’s failure to protect its own
systems has resulted in the damaging of a third party; the attacker used your computer as a weapon against the third party. Your company is therefore negligent due to
lack of due diligence because it failed to protect against reasonable risks—specifically, no firewall was in place, or it was improperly configured, which is just as bad.
The prudent person’s responsibility for security here is to use reasonable care. You
can find a more detailed definition in Prosser, Wade, and Schwartz’s Cases and
Materials on Torts: “...requiring the actor to conform to a certain standard of conduct, for the protection of others against unreasonable risks.” Who says Hollywood
liberalism doesn’t contribute to society?
■

Lost data: You have probably heard the stories of companies that lost all their business data in hurricanes such as Katrina or the September 11 attacks, and many companies did not recover. What if your company experienced the same loss of data
because you did not have a firewall and an attacker deleted your data because he
could? What would happen to your business? Would it cost money to re-create
everything? Would you suffer lost sales? Would you still be employed the next day?

■

Compromise confidential data: Every organization has data it considers confidential
and, if lost, might cause financial problems, legal difficulties, or extreme embarrassment. These things might be caused by the loss of customer information such as
credit card numbers, secret plans for the new weight loss formula, or secret product
plans that end up in the hands of a competitor. The list goes on, and when you have
been hacked, you must assume the worst. Perhaps this is why most cybercrimes go
unreported—it is embarrassing, and admitting to being hacked is a sign of weakness
that could affect the reputation and brand of a company.

■

Network downtime: Have you ever gone to an ATM machine or a grocery store to
get cash and paid with your cash card in the swipe card readers? The networks enabling these devices to operate usually work fine; however, if they were not protected, an attacker might cause them to go down. The loss of revenue from these networks can quickly grow if they are unavailable. Downtime is the bane of any
network, and a cost is always associated with these types of events.

Ultimately, everyone has something worth protecting, and failure to do so is ill-advised; it
is just a matter of time before something happens. The next question is, “What does a
firewall do to protect my network?”

What Does a Firewall Do?
A firewall examines traffic as it enters one of its interfaces and applies rules to the traffic—in essence, permitting or denying the traffic based on these rules. Figure 7-1 shows a
firewall filters both inbound and outbound traffic.
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Secure Private Network

Internet

Restricted Traffic

Disallowed

Traffic is stopped
because it did not meet
specified criteria.

Allowed Traffic

Out to Internet
Allowed

Unknown Traffic

Only traffic from the
internet meeting specified
criteria allowed through.
Access to Specific Resources

Disallowed

Allowed

Specified Allowed Traffic

Figure 7-1 Firewall in Operation
Firewalls use access control lists (ACLs) to filter traffic based on source/destination IP
addresses, protocol, and the state of a connection. In other words, normally you might
not allow FTP/21 into your network (via the firewall), but if a user inside your network
begins an FTP session out to the Internet, it is allowed because the session was
established from inside the network. By default, firewalls trust all connections to the
Internet (outside) from the trusted internal network (inside).
A firewall can also log connection attempts with certain rules that might also issue an
alarm if they occur. Finally, firewalls enable you to perform Network Address Translation
(NAT) from internal private IP addresses to public IP addresses. The section “Firewall
Operational Overview” discusses the roles of a firewall; however, here you can tie the firewalls back to Chapter 2’s security policy discussions by examining how a firewall enforces
your security policy.

Firewalls Are “The Security Policy”
What kind of traffic is allowed into or out of your network? How do you secure your
network against attacks? What is your security policy? What happens to the people who
do not follow the security policy? Who is responsible for writing and updating the security policy?
All these questions are valid, and they all deserve answers. Having a network that connects to the Internet via a firewall is only the first step to security; because this book is
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about first steps, this would be a perfect place to start. You should now know that the
security policies form the basis of how firewall rules are determined and then implemented into a production network.
Do you remember the old saying, “No job is ever finished until the paperwork is done?”
Well, no security solution is complete until you establish a written narrative of the rules
and regulations that govern your organization’s security posture. This written version of
your security rules and regulations is known as a security policy. Now, this policy document is different in nature and scope than a security plan, so be sure that you understand
what makes a policy unique from every other security document an organization maintains. And just what is it that makes a security policy different from a security plan?
Drum-roll please....
PUNISHMENT! That is correct; a security policy includes what is permissible and what
will happen to you if you do not live by the law of the land. If you do not follow the rules,
you can be
■

Fired or dismissed

■

Demoted

■

Demoted and fined

■

Fired, dismissed, and demoted

■

Demoted, dismissed, and even punked!

■

All the above

All kidding aside, the security policy document spells out in clear language exactly what
the regulations and expectations are, who enforces them, and what happens to you if you
break them. A security policy is all about the consequences of user actions coupled with
audit in the form of AAA usually.
Having said that, how can a firewall be the security policy? Simple—a firewall does what
it does by following the rules configured by a network engineer or information security
officer (ISO). These rules should perfectly align with a written narrative version found in
the security policy document you have on your shelf, next to the box of CDs at the back
of the server room or sitting useless in some manager’s office. Grab that old dusty binder
and check it out. You should see that the security policy document contains information
and a listing of the network rules (refer to Chapter 2). The interesting thing is that all the
rules in the policy document form the basis of what you must configure on the firewall.

Note Wait a minute! We have a hand in the front row. Yes...you with the confused look on
your face. Your question is, “Why is the binder that contains the security policy so dusty
and located in such an obscure place?” As strange as that might sound, go ahead and put
your hand down. I will tell you the answer to that question is that most organizations either
do not have a security policy set, or the set that they have is so old that it was written during a previous presidential administration.
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The configuration rules entered on a firewall should perfectly align with the rules outlined
in an organization’s security policy. If you were to examine the firewall’s configuration
file, you might see something like Example 7-1, which is a portion of a Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliance (ASA) configuration.
Example 7-1 Sample Cisco ASA Firewall Rules
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit tcp any object-group HTTPS-SERVERS eq https
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit tcp any object-group WEB-SERVERS eq www
access-list OUTSIDE extended deny ip host 90.84.x.x any
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit icmp any any time-exceeded
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit icmp any any unreachable
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit icmp any any echo-reply
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit tcp any host 12.238.x.x eq ftp
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit tcp any host 12.238.x.x eq ftp-data

The access-list permit statements in Example 7-1 are most likely in keeping with some
security policy statement that dictates what services are allowed, by name, to enter the
protected network and the destinations to which those services are allowed to access.
Specifically, this example shows the customer having web servers (www-80), secure web
servers (https-443), and an FTP-21 server. These permit entries in your firewall’s configuration are your network’s security plan, and the security policy defines what they are and
why they are present.
To expand on the firewall to security policy analogy, examine some additional security
policy bullet points and how a firewall aligns with them:
■

A security policy outlines what action will be taken in response to circumstances
that arise.

■

A security policy document is constantly evolving and changing to meet new security
needs.

■

A security policy dictates both acceptable and unacceptable usage parameters.

If you perform a point-by-point comparison of a security policy with a firewall configuration, you see that firewalls act with a written security policy document, as shown in
Table 7-1.
Table 7-1

Comparing Security Policies and Firewall Configurations
Security Policy

Firewall Configuration

Ability to respond to circumstances

Yes

Yes

Constantly evolving

Yes

Yes

Dictates behavior

Yes

Yes
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The intention of this section is not to convince you that a firewall is a replacement for a
security policy document, but to get you thinking about security as an all-encompassing
philosophy of plans, policies, and security devices. You must put a great deal of thought
into a complete solution—not simply rely on a single aspect to protect your network.
When you are ready to plan your firewall’s configuration and develop the rules permitting
or denying traffic, you should use your security policy as the starting point. Firewalls are
the physical and logical manifestations of your security policy.

We Do Not Have a Security Policy
The reality is that not every company has a security policy set (yet), and although it is
important, you can still secure your network without one. Presume that you have a firewall already in place and functional. The best advice is to slowly start the process of
implementing security in your network. This means carefully reviewing the business needs
(very important) of each rule that you currently have in your firewall and writing down
each need. Documenting why something was done will be helpful later if there is a security incident or when the network changes, providing justification on removing the entry.
Certainly this advice is also true for anything new that needs to be accessed; you can plan
on new things given the ever-forward marching of technology. If this book helps you keep
your business and family safer, you have done something to be proud of...now go write
those security policies!

Firewall Operational Overview
Every long journey begins with the first step. Before delving too deeply into other areas of
security appliance behavior, it is essential to understand how a firewall performs its magic.
Most firewalls (most, not all) rely on Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI) to keep track of all
outbound packets and the responses these packets might generate. Keeping track of the
hosts on the protected network that are generating outbound packets keeps rogue or
unsolicited WAN packets from entering an external interface.
In other words, a firewall that uses SPI, as discussed in Chapter 5, “Overview of Security
Technologies,” watches all traffic that originates from an inside host, tracks the conversation from that host to the desired destination, and ensures that the inbound response to
that request makes it back to the host that started the whole thing in the first place.

Note A firewall that is not stateful in design and configuration is incomplete and should
not be used to protect your network. The importance of the stateful tracking of connections is critical to the security of any network. This chapter focuses on firewalls that track
the state of a connection. As a reference point, all Cisco ASA and PIX firewalls are considered stateful packet inspection firewalls.
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The critical dual purposes of packet inspection and filtering (blocking) of packets is one
of the most fundamental responsibilities of a firewall. The following list includes the most
common rules and features of firewalls:
■

Filter incoming network traffic based on source or destination: Blocking unwanted
incoming traffic is the most common feature of a firewall and is the main reason for a
firewall—stopping unwanted traffic from entering your network. This unwanted traffic is usually from attackers, thus the need to keep it out.

■

Filter outgoing network traffic based on source or destination: Many firewalls can
also screen network traffic from your internal network to the Internet. For example,
you might want to prevent employees from accessing inappropriate websites. You
might also place a firewall between your network and a business partner with rules to
keep each of you safe.

■

Filter network traffic based on content: More advanced firewalls can screen network traffic for unacceptable content. For example, a firewall integrated with a virus
scanner can prevent files that contain viruses from entering your network. Other firewalls integrate with email services to screen out unacceptable email.

■

Detect and filter malware: The rise and proliferation of botnets and malware have
driven firewall manufacturers to implement features designed to detect infected hosts
through packet inspections. This is a good example of how security is ever changing
and the security of the network must continue to advance as well because what was
secure yesterday might not be tomorrow.

■

Make internal resources available: Although the primary purpose of a firewall is to
prevent unwanted network traffic from passing through it, you can also configure
many firewalls to enable selective access to internal resources, such as a public web
server, while still preventing other access from the Internet to your internal network.
In many cases, you can accomplish this by using a DMZ, which is where the public
web server would be located. (DMZs are discussed later in the section “Essentials
First: Life in the DMZ.”)

■

Allow connections to internal network: A common method for employees to connect to a network is using virtual private networks (VPN). VPNs enable secure connections from the Internet to a corporate network. For example, telecommuters and
traveling employees can use a VPN to connect to the corporate network. VPNs can
also connect branch offices to each other over the Internet, saving on WAN costs.

■

Report on network traffic and firewall activities: When screening network traffic to
and from the Internet, you need to know what your firewall is doing, who tried to
break in to your network, and who tried to access inappropriate material on the
Internet. Most firewalls include a reporting mechanism of some kind. A good firewall
can also log activity to a syslog or other type of archival storage receptacle. Perusing
firewall logs after an attack occurs is one of a number of forensic tools you have at
your disposal.
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Firewalls in Action
These might be new concepts for you, and hopefully you are not thoroughly confused at
this point. Look at Figure 7-2 for a bit more clarity of this process. Please refer to the list,
which explains the steps a bit more in depth.

1 Outbound Request to View
www.avoidwork.com

Host
A

4 Firewall checks connection
state table for a match;
If a match exists, the
connection is allowed.

Firewall
Inside

3 Inbound Reply to View Website

Router
Outside

Internet
(www)
Web Server
www.avoidwork.com

2 Firewall records outbound
request and connection data
then forwards request out to
the router (i.e. Internet).

Figure 7-2 Firewall in Operation
Before looking at the list of steps, you need to know that many firewalls have only two
physical interfaces, and 99 percent of them are based on Ethernet. These interfaces are
called inside (protected) and outside (unprotected) and are deployed in relation to your
network; some have DMZ interfaces as well. Thus, in practice, the outside interface connects to the Internet and the inside interface connects to your internal network:
Figure 7-2 shows a high-level view of the following:
1.

Host A is an Apple Macbook Pro that opens a web browser and wants to view a web
page from the www.avoidwork.com web server. This action causes Host A to send the
request to view this web page out through the firewall across the Internet and to the
web server.

2.

The firewall sees the request originated with Host A and is destined for
www.avoidwork.com.
a. The firewall records (tracks) the outbound request and expects that the reply will
come only from the www.avoidwork.com web server.
b. A session marker is placed in the firewall’s session state table that tracks the communication process from start to finish.
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c. Connection metrics, such as time opened and so forth, are also placed with the
marker in the session state table record maintained by the firewall for this conversation.
3.

The Avoidwork.com web server replies to the web page request from Host A, which is
then transmitted back through the Internet and to the firewall.

4.

The firewall checks its session state table to see whether the metrics being maintained
for this session match the outbound connection. If all the stored connection details
match exactly, the firewall enables the inbound traffic.

The information contained in the firewall’s state table records and tracks information such
as who needed www information from the avoidwork.com server, when they asked for it,
how they asked for it, and so forth. This provides an added level of protection over and
above the “can I enter or not” rules because if a certain traffic type is allowed in but the
host did not ask for it (attack), it’s denied. Because a firewall maintains connection state
information about inbound and outbound connections, the possibility of a hacker “spoofing” or “forging” a packet with the intention of penetrating your network becomes more
difficult. When attackers try to send packets to get through a firewall, incorrect or missing
connection state information means that the session is terminated and most likely logged
for later review.

Note Many firewalls examine the source IP addresses of packets to determine whether
they are legitimate. An attacker would conduct an IP spoofing attack to try to gain entry by
spoofing the source IP address of the packets sent to the firewall. If the firewall thinks the
packets originated from a trusted host because they had the correct source IP address, the
firewall might let the packets through unless other criteria fails to be met. This reinforces
the principle that technology alone does not solve all security problems. In addition, you
need the involvement of your company’s management and, you guessed it, a security policy. Cisco firewalls use an adaptive security algorithm as a method of dynamically appending a random number to the translated session to make it even more difficult for a hacker to
intercept.

Implementing a Firewall
The choice of firewalls is almost mind-boggling these days; they come in every shape,
size, and capacity. When I am designing a firewall solution for a customer, the first thing I
want to know is what will the firewall’s responsibilities be?
The type of firewall you install depends on your exact requirements for protection and
management, and the size of your network, or what is to be protected by the firewall.
Firewalls usually fall into one of the following categories:
■

Personal firewall: A personal firewall is usually a piece of software installed on a single PC to protect only that PC. These types of firewalls are usually deployed on
home PCs with broadband connections or remote employees. Of course, any time
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someone wants to deploy a firewall, it is a good idea. You can find some of the more
well-known personal firewalls at these websites:
www.zonealarm.com
www.firewallguide.com
Operating system manufacturers such as Apple and Microsoft have responded to this
need by integrating personal firewalls within them. Apple’s OS X comes with an IP
firewall and Windows has a similar firewall, it is just not as secure as the one in OS X.
Most antivirus companies have expanded their products to include all sorts of protection through the use of their product suites.
■

All-in-one firewall/routers: These kinds of firewalls are widely used by broadband
(cable or DSL) subscribers who have the benefit of a single device that offers the following features and functionality: router, Ethernet switch, wireless access point, and a
firewall. If this type of firewall appeals to you, ensure that you take care to determine
the firewall’s capabilities, and be skeptical of the security you can gain from these
devices, regardless of who makes them. WARNING: Do not be tricked into assuming
that a home router has a good firewall built into it; do your research first. I especially
advise people to check on how the manufacturer supports what it makes; for example, if it does not take phone calls, you might want to continue shopping.

■

Small-to-medium office firewalls: These firewalls, such as the Cisco ASA 5505 and
5510 or the older PIX 501 and 506, are designed to provide security and protection
for small office home office (SOHO) types of requirements. In most cases, they have
expansion slots allowing for additional network connections or advanced feature
cards to be installed.

■

Enterprise firewalls: These firewalls, such as the Cisco ASA 5520 and up, are designed for larger organizations with thousands of users. These larger models are
needed when there are demands for larger numbers of connections, capacity, and features. As a result, they have additional features and capacity, such as more memory
and extra interfaces along with slots for advanced feature cards to be added. An example in some cases would be an IPS module.

Normally, a firewall is installed where your internal network connects to the Internet.
Although larger organizations also place firewalls between different parts of their internal
network that require different levels of security, most firewalls are placed to screen traffic
passing between an internal network and the Internet. For example, if a large organization
enables business partners to connect directly to its network, you typically find a firewall
controlling what is allowed into its network from the partners. This placement of an internal firewall is definitely considered best practice.

Note No matter what type of firewall you choose, you must define the traffic filters that
will support your security policy. Cisco firewalls all run the same version of an operating
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system that has the same reporting and management capabilities, regardless of the model,
which is helpful when administering them.

Determine the Inbound Access Policy
As network traffic passes through a firewall, the traffic is subject to the rules defined
within the firewall. Because 99 percent of all networks use private IP addresses on the
inside of their networks, you can expect almost every firewall to be using Network
Address Translation (NAT)—as discussed in Chapter 5.

Note Packets coming in from the Internet in response to requests from local PCs (users)
are addressed to the firewall’s outside interface. The firewall is likely using NAT and tracking the state of each inside user request. The firewall is dynamically allocating port numbers on the outside interface using NAT. Thus, allowing multiple users to use a public IP
address so their requests can be routed on the Internet is the essence of NAT. The use of a
single IP address and port numbers to translate addresses is known as port address translation (PAT). These port changes are also rapidly made, making it difficult for an attacker to
make assumptions about which port numbers to use.

If all your LAN traffic were destined for the Internet, the inbound access policy would be
straightforward in its design. The firewall permits only inbound traffic in response to
requests from hosts on the internal LAN. The firewall tracks all outbound requests in its
state table, as previously discussed.
However, there will come a time when specific requests from the outside must be allowed
and controlled through the firewall. Notice that we did not say that this was a good idea
or that you should do it, we are just acknowledging that it’s a business function that a
security professional must support.

Note The realities of the real world make companies want to have their own email or web
servers without spending money on a new firewall that has a DMZ interface, which is where
you place these servers whenever possible. The section “Essentials First: Life in the DMZ”
discusses the purpose and role of a DMZ interface.

Allowing direct access from the Internet (outside) through your firewall is perilous but
common practice. The key to security in these types of implementations is to strictly
define the traffic types you will allow and the port number. For example, permitting IP to
any location inside your network is inappropriate. For example, you should permit only
inbound traffic from the Internet HTTP (port 80) traffic to your web server (IP address:
10.10.10.10). Allowing only HTTP (port 80) traffic to the web server from the Internet is
much smarter than allowing every kind of TCP/IP protocol and port.
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A strongly recommended best practice is to add layers of security in the form of a personal firewall, intrusion detection system (IDS), and antivirus software. Also, before you
implement these devices as layers, make sure your security policies outline the best practices and what steps are needed to maintain security. A layered security model should be
used to protect your network; the more layers, the harder it is for an attacker to penetrate
your network. The use of layers is sort of like the joke told between hunters. When you
see a hungry and angry bear in the woods start to charge you, as you begin to run remember you do not have to be faster than the bear, just faster than the other hunter! Layering
network security definitely helps make your network less appealing than your competitors. Another layer would be to integrate an IPS in a firewall, making a layered defense.

Determine Outbound Access Policy
All firewalls screen traffic coming into a firewall from the Internet, but a well-implemented
and designed firewall also screens outgoing user traffic. Spoiled employees are not going
to like this, but the truth of the matter is that companies pay for Internet connections in
support of their business, NOT to let employees surf, watch video, stream music, or look
at pictures they are not supposed to.
You might also want to use your firewall to control what IP addresses are allowed to exit;
specifically, you should allow only IP addresses that are found on your internal network
out, thus preventing spoofing of IP addresses.
Perhaps there are also certain places on the Internet where you do not want users to go.
Alternatively, you might want to specify the locations they are allowed to go because
every other destination will be denied by default. Recall the earlier discussion of proxy
servers and how they can be used to control and monitor traffic that leaves your network.
They are a good example of a device that defines an outbound access policy. Remember,
employees and contractors are bound to rules, whether they be policies or service-level
agreements (SLA), and good behavior is not optional—it’s mandatory—and so are accurate logging and event correlation.
In addition, recall the earlier discussion about placing a firewall between your network and
connections to business partners. This type of firewall usage and placement is also where
you would apply and control traffic bound from your network to theirs. The next section
looks at the next aspect of firewall and network security: the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).

Essentials First: Life in the DMZ
The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is a term used in the military to define a buffer area
between two enemies. Perhaps the most commonly acknowledged DMZ in the world is
the DMZ between North Korea and South Korea, which separates them because they
have not yet signed a permanent peace treaty since the Korean War. Perhaps this is an
interesting piece of military and political trivia that you did not know, but how does it
relate to securing your network and firewalls?
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If your company has a self-hosted public website complete with email servers, you might
consider using a two-interface (inside and outside) firewall and have the firewall create
translation rules that direct the inbound traffic to the correct servers on your private network. Although this might seem like a safe thing to do, it could be disastrous if a talented
hacker sets his sights on you. Connecting web, mail, and FTP servers located on the inside
of your network to the Internet can be dangerous and, in some cases, simply not recommended. Secure FTP is also an option but the same rules apply.
Well, some smart people got together a long time ago and said, “Hey—let’s put a third
interface on the firewall and call it a DMZ.” Sending traffic from the Internet inbound
directly to your private network is a bad idea. Adding the third interface to a standard firewall made things both easier and quite a bit safer when deploying Internet accessible
servers and services (www, email, and so on). If you were going to sell computers out of
your house, you would not want people coming inside your house to buy one, would you?
Of course not; you would want to set up a little shop in the garage or on the front porch,
thus preventing people that you do not know from wandering all over your house and
tampering with your comic book collection or going into your fridge to make a sandwich.
A DMZ is an interface that sits between a trusted network segment (your company’s network) and an untrusted network segment (the Internet), providing physical isolation
between the two networks enforced by a series of connectivity rules within the firewall.
The physical isolation aspect of a DMZ is important because it enables Internet access
only to the servers isolated on the DMZ and not directly into your internal network, as
shown in Figure 7-3.

ASA
Private
Internal
Corporate
Network

Inside
Interface

Outside
Interface

DMZ
Interface

Application Server

Mail Server

Web Server

Figure 7-3 DMZ Placement and Function

Public Internet
(WWW)
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In Figure 7-3, the segment connected to the DMZ interface contains the mail, web, and
application servers. Rules applied to the DMZ interface prevent traffic from the Internet
from going beyond the segment attached to it.
The biggest benefit to a DMZ is in isolating all unknown Internet requests to the servers
on the DMZ and no longer allowing them into your internal network. However, some
additional benefits to deploying a firewall with a DMZ can help you better understand
what happens in your network and thereby increases security:
■

Auditing DMZ traffic

■

Locating an IDS on the DMZ

■

Limiting routing updates between three interfaces

■

Locating DNS on the DMZ

This section discussed what a DMZ is and provided a general example of how to use one.
The following case studies examine a requirement for a DMZ and why you should use one
in a network given a specific set of criteria.

Case Studies
This chapter presented several interesting aspects of how firewalls operate and how they
can be deployed in networks. The introduction of this information needs to be reinforced
with some real-world case studies that provide some answers to questions you might still
have and clarify the important aspects of what has already been covered.

Case Study: To DMZ or Not to DMZ?
Carpathian Corporation has grown and is in need of increased security and additional
capacity in the form of a new firewall; this time it wants to use a dedicated DMZ. If the
Carpathian Corporation wants to continue with its proposed plan for self-hosting, it needs
to consider the security-related issues relevant to the suggested DMZ solution. It is taking
the right steps by asking what security ramifications should be addressed prior to making
the purchase. The Carpathian IT staff needs to take a good look at the risk factors
involved with providing for its own Internet services (web servers) and where the pitfalls
might occur:
■

Question/Security Issue #1: Can Internet traffic travel to servers on the private network, or is there another solution?
Answer: The web and mail servers will be attached to the DMZ segment. They will
not be dual homed or have conflicts of security in its implementation because they
will be physically separated from inside hosts.

■

Question/Security Issue #2: How can the IT staff ensure that inbound network traffic will stay confined to the segment containing the web and mail servers?
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Answer: The DMZ interface rule set will not allow external traffic to reach the private network, by nature of configured connectivity rules. This will keep the inbound
Internet traffic confined to the DMZ segment only.
■

Question/Security Issue #3: What measures can be taken to hide the private network from the inbound network traffic?
Answer: The DMZ interface will not have routes or dual-homed NIC cards that
would normally enable this to occur.

The Carpathian IT staff is in the “If we self-host, we must use a DMZ” frame of mind. This
frame of mind is correct, and that should be obvious at this point: Use a firewall with a
DMZ interface—always!! A DMZ is another layer of security and defense for your network, as shown in Figure 7-4.

Internet

Outside
DMZ
Firewall
Web Server
on DMZ

Inside

Internal Network

Figure 7-4 Firewall Deployment with Web
Server in a DMZ
Cisco lists a variety of configuration settings when viewing their devices’ configuration
files. Example 7-2 shows several configuration files for clarity purposes. To illustrate the
case study, comments are made surrounding key configuration entries; however, not every
command is discussed because that is beyond the scope of this book. You can find additional information at Cisco.com.
Example 7-2 Firewall with Self-Hosted Internal Web Server (No DMZ)
Cyberwall(config)# sh run
: Saved
ASA Version 8.5
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!
hostname CyberWall
domain-name CarpathianCorp.com
enable password <ChangeMe> encrypted
passwd <ChangeMe>

encrypted

names
!
!
interface Vlan1
description SECURE INSIDE LAN [do not change]
nameif INSIDE
security-level 100
ip address 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0
!
interface Vlan2
description OUTSIDE UPLINK TO SERVICE PROVIDER [do not change]
nameif OUTSIDE
security-level 0
ip address 209.164.3.2 255.255.255.0
!
interface Vlan3
description DMZ INTERFACE FOR INTERNET FACING SERVERS [alter with care]
nameif DMZ
security-level 50
ip address 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.0
!
!--- These commands name and set the security level for each vlan or interface, the
ASA 5505 uses vlans to assign inside and outside whereas all other models have
physical interfaces. Through these commands, the firewall knows which interface is
considered untrusted (outside), trusted (inside) and DMZ. Notice the numeric values in
this configuration example. Here we have the least secure interface outside assigned a
security value of 0, as it should be. The inside interface is considered secure, so it
has a value of 100, with the DMZ being somewhere in between at 50.
!
interface Ethernet0/0
description OUTSIDE INTERFACE [do not change]
switchport access vlan 2
!
interface Ethernet0/1
description INTERFACE FOR THE DMZ WEB SERVER [do not change]
switchport access vlan 3
!
interface Ethernet0/2
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
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interface Ethernet0/3
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
interface Ethernet0/4
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
interface Ethernet0/5
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
interface Ethernet0/6
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
interface Ethernet0/7
description RESERVED FOR INTERNAL HOST [alter with care]
!
!--- An access list is created called “OUTSIDE” allowing WWW (http) traffic from
anywhere on the Internet to the host at 10.10.10.212 (the web servers REAL IP address
on the DMZ). Add additional lines to this access list as required if there is a email
or DNS Server. This is the first step in creating a rule set that permits traffic into
our network if it is destined for a specific IP Address.
!
access-list OUTSIDE extended permit tcp any host 10.10.10.212 eq www
!
! --- For purposes of this example we are not going to add anything else. Any
additional entries needing to be placed in the access list must be specified here. If
the server in question is not WWW, replace the occurrences of WWW with SMTP, DNS,
POP3, or whatever else might be required, like the ability to ping the server from the
Internet.
!
logging enable
logging timestamp
!
<<<output omitted for brevity>>>
!
! --- The following NAT commands specify that any traffic originating inside from the
ASA on the 192.168.0.0 /24 network will be NAT’d (via PAT because of the dynamic
interface command) to the ASAs public IP address that is assigned to the OUTSIDE
interface.
!
! --- The ASA NAT rules changed completely the new way is to define the subnets you
wish to NAT using object groups, the next four lines we have defined them as needed
for the INSIDE corporate as well as the DMZ.
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!
object network OBJ_NAT_CORP
description inside “corporate” subnet that must have internet access
subnet 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0
!
object network OBJ_NAT_DMZ
description DMZ subnet that must have internet access
subnet 10.10.10.0 255.255.255.0
!
! --- Once the subnets are defined in an object group we assign the type of NAT we
wish to perform as well as the direction. In the following examples we are permitting
the INSIDE and DMZ subnets to access the Internet using PAT via the ASAs outside
interface IP Address for both. This is shown in the command NAT (source interface,
destination interface) dynamic interface. The dynamic keyword means PAT to the ASA.
One of my favorite ways to check if this is working after configuring it open a web
browser and go to www.ipchicken.com this website will tell you the public IP Address
you are coming which should be the ASAs outside IP Address. Yes I know it’s a goofy
name but that’s what makes it easy to remember plus it makes people smile when you
tell them it.
!
object network OBJ_NAT_CORP
nat (INSIDE,OUTSIDE) dynamic interface
!
object network OBJ_NAT_DMZ
nat (DMZ,OUTSIDE) dynamic interface
!
! --- The last remaining NAT we must perform is for the Internet accessible Web
server that is on our DMZ. Once again we create an object group but this time we
specify a single host, which is the real IP address of the web server.
!
object network OBJ_NAT_WEBSERVER
description real ip address assigned on the web servers nic card
host 10.10.10.212
!
! --- Now that the object group is created identifying the servers real IP Address
we assign a NAT in the same format as we previously did with the difference being
after the direction (inside,outside) we define this as a STATIC NAT and give the
public IP Address to use. In practice what will happen is as packets reach the ASA
if they pass the access-list the ASA will check what their destination IP Address
is. Should the destination address be 209.164.3.5 (web server public IP Address)
the ASA will NAT those packets to the real IP Address of the server of 10.10.10.212
and forward them to the server on the DMZ.
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!
object network OBJ_NAT_WEBSERVER
nat (INSIDE,OUTSIDE) static 209.164.3.5
!
!
access-group OUTSIDE in interface outside
!
! --- There is only one access list allowed per interface per direction (for example,
inbound from the Internet on the outside interface) as we have shown here.
!
route outside 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 209.164.3.1
!
!--- Set the default route to be via the WAN routers Ethernet interface
!
<<<output omitted for brevity>>>
!
dhcpd dns 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.11
dhcpd domain mydomain.com
dhcpd address 192.168.0.2-192.168.0.125 inside
dhcpd enable inside
!
<<<output omitted for brevity>>>
!
! --- The last major functionality of an ASA show in its configuration is that of the
“inspects”. Generally an inspect statement in the following section represents a
protocol that the ASA will be taking extra steps on the packets the statement
represents. For example many attacks are based on altering DNS replies so the ASA has
been configured to inspect DNS packets to help protect your network. Two inspects that
might be of importance to you are “inspect esmtp” and “inspect sip”, depending on your
email server configuration and version the presence of esmtp may cause user issues
with emails, try removing it if this occurs. Regarding SIP when NATing a SIP
connection to an internal voice gateway you will want this statement as it provides
functionality that enables NAT to be done correctly and SIP to work, gotcha is it
depends on the provider. Inspects are very helpful and can be adjusted to offer very
granular security, please see www.cisco.com for more information.
!
policy-map type inspect dns preset_dns_map
parameters
message-length maximum client auto
message-length maximum 512
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!
policy-map global_policy
class inspection_default
inspect dns preset_dns_map
inspect ftp
inspect h323 h225
inspect h323 ras
inspect rsh
inspect rtsp
inspect esmtp
inspect sqlnet
inspect skinny
inspect sunrpc
inspect xdmcp
inspect sip
inspect netbios
inspect tftp
inspect icmp
inspect icmp error
inspect ip-options
!
service-policy global_policy global
prompt hostname context
Cryptochecksum:88251e3c18c7d99dfa33f70b90228b63
: end
Cyberwall(config)#

Firewall Limitations
A firewall is a crucial component of securing your network and is designed to address the
issues of data integrity or traffic authentication (via stateful packet inspection) and confidentiality of your internal network (via NAT). Your network gains these benefits from a
firewall by receiving all transmitted traffic through the firewall. Your network gains these
benefits from a firewall by receiving all transmitted traffic through the firewall. The
importance of including a firewall in your security strategy is apparent; however, firewalls
do have the following limitations:
■

A firewall cannot prevent users or attackers with modems from dialing in to or out of
the internal network, thus bypassing the firewall and its protection completely.

■

Firewalls cannot enforce your password policy or prevent misuse of passwords. Your
password policy is crucial in this area because it outlines acceptable conduct and sets
the ramifications of noncompliance.
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■

Firewalls are ineffective against nontechnical security risks such as social engineering,
as discussed in Chapter 1, “There Be Hackers Here.”

■

Firewalls cannot stop internal users from accessing websites with malicious code,
making user education critical.

■

Firewalls cannot protect you from poor decisions.

■

Firewalls cannot protect you when your security policy is too lax.

Note The FBI’s arrest of the phone master’s cracker ring brought several of these security
issues to light. These hackers were accused of breaking into credit-reporting databases
belonging to Equifax, Inc. and TRW, Inc. and the databases of Nexis/Lexis and Dun &
Bradstreet. They also broke into many of the world’s providers. In doing so, these hackers
did not use any high-tech attack methods. The phone masters used a combination of social
engineering and dumpster diving, both techniques used by attackers that have little technical skill (refer to Chapter 1).

Chapter Summary
This chapter covered the world of firewalls and their role in securing a network. Not
everyone believes in the value of these devices, and the discussions answered these
naysayers and showed them the folly of their ways. Further proof of the importance of
firewalls was provided by expanding on their pure technical aspects, while expressing the
fundamental truth that firewalls are the manifestation of a company’s security policy.
One of the online resources that may assist you in determining the direction and policy of
your network security is www.opengroup.org/jericho/about.htm. The Jericho Project was
formed by a group of corporate security officers who saw the ever-decreasing security
being driven by the concept of deperimeterization. In 2004, the Forum set out to drive
and influence development of secure architectures, technology solutions, and implementation approaches, for the deperimeterizing IT world, to enable safe, secure collaborative
interworking, globally between enterprises—business partners, customers, suppliers, and
out-workers—and to encourage development of open standards that would underpin
these solutions.
Operationally, this chapter covered how firewalls function, where and when to implement
them, and how to design the access policies necessary to define access into your network.
Furthermore, the chapter introduced the DMZ interface as an evolution in firewalls and
how they provide special locations for various Internet servers. The chapter concluded
with several brief case studies demonstrating firewalls in action, followed by some of their
limitations.
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Chapter Review Questions
The following questions assist in reinforcing the concepts covered in this chapter:
1.

Who needs a firewall?

2. Why do I need a firewall?
3. Do I need a firewall?
4. How is a firewall an extension of a security policy?
5. What is the name of the table in a firewall that tracks connections?
6. What fundamental role does a DMZ fulfill in network security?
7.

What are four benefits of a DMZ?

8. Can firewalls enforce password policies or prevent misuse of passwords by users?
9.

Do firewalls guarantee that your network will be protected?

10. Are all firewalls created equal?
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reconnaissance, 9-11
scanning, 18-23
rogue access points, wireless
networks, 316-317
scripted, 29-30
session hijacking, vulnerability
analysis, 362-363
Smurf, 37
vulnerability analysis, 364
sniffing packets, 39
source routing, 37-38
SYN flood, 36
vulnerability analysis, 364-365
targeted, 27
teardrop, 37, 365
TJX Companies, 52
UDP flood, 36
unauthorized access points, wireless
networking, 316-317
vulnerability analysis, 361-370
Xmas tree, 369
zero day, 36
attorneys, Internet, 51
audit vulnerability scanning, 47
authentication, 156-157
EAP (Extensible Authentication
Protocol), 321-323
IPsec VPNs (virtual private networks),
268-269
multi-factor, 161-167
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First),
251-254
RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service), 158-159
two-factor, 161-167
authorization, 157
automated attacks, 27
automatically forwarded email, 47
awareness
security advisories, 88
users, 128

B
back doors, 368-369
backup software, 100
attacks, 34
bandwidth, as hacking target, 5
bandwidth availability, wireless
networking, 307
best practices, 98-102
change control processes, 98
Cisco, 110-118
IOS, 110-111
passwords, 110-111
hotfixes, 101
security updates, 101-102
service packs, 101
Blade Runner, 85
Bluetooth device security, 47
botnets, 5, 36
Zeus, 31
branch design zone guides, 107
Broderick, Matthew, 307
browsers, attacks, 36
brute force attacks, 37
brute force guess passwords, 29
buffer memory overflows, 29
Business Case, Extranet Connection
Policy, 75

C
campus design zone guides, 107-108
capturing passwords, 29
Carlin, George, 299
casing the joint. See footprinting
centralized sensor management, IDSs
(intrusion detection systems), 336
CERT coordination center, 40
change control processes, 98
Childs, Terry, 53
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choke points, edge routers, 220-224
choke routers, 221-224
CIS (Center for Internet Security),
40-41
Cisco
best practices, 110-118
IOS, 110-111
passwords, 110-111
ISE (Identity Services Engine), 166
NSA (National Security Agency)
Security Configuration Guides, 119
Cisco AnyConnect VPN Secure
Mobility Solution, 295
Cisco IOS Firewall IDS
FFS IDS, 230-234
intrusion detection, 229-234
Cisco SAFE 2.0, 106
Cisco Secure Consulting Services, 375
Cisco security advisories, 89
Cisco TrustSec, 164-167
Cisco Validated Design (CVD)
program, 107-110
Cisco Web Reputation Filters, 155
client software, VPNs (virtual private
networks), 264
client-based filtering, 149
clients (email), attacks, 34
Client-Side Penetration Test reports
(CORE IMPACT Pro), 384
Client-Side User reports (CORE
IMPACT Pro), 384
code listings
Active Port Scan Results (1-2), 18-19
Analogy as a Standard Access List
(5-1), 134
Firewall with Self-Hosted Internal
Web Server (7-2), 209-214
Query Via nbstat (1-5), 25
RADIUS Configuration (5-3), 159
Sample Cisco ASA Firewall Rules
(7-1), 199

Secure IOS Template (8-1), 235-250
Standard Access List Filtering Packets
(5-2), 135
TACACS Configuration (5-4), 160
Telnet to Mail Server, Doing Some
Reconnaissance (1-3), 20-21
Using DNS for Passive
Reconnaissance via dig Command
(1-1), 13-14
Using nbtstat -c to Display NetBIOS
Names (1-6), 25
Using Windows Net View (1-4), 24
commands, dig, 13-14
common security policies, 48-49
common vulnerabilities and exposures
(CVE), 39-40
compressed files, attacks, 37
compromised confidential data, 196
Computer Crime and Intellectual
Property website, 50
Conclusion section
Acceptable Use Policy, 63-64
Extranet Connection Policy, 76-77
Password Policy, 68-69
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Security Policy, 71
confidential data, compromised, 196
configuration
IPsec, 284-286
ISAKMP (Internet Security
Association Key Management
Protocol), 281-283
perimeter routers, 220
routers, as VPN peers, 281-286
VPNs (virtual private networks),
286-289
content filtering, 147-150
limitations, 150
controlling access, 128
CORE IMPACT, 30
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CORE IMPACT Pro, 382-386
documentation, 386
reports, 384-385
vulnerability updates, 386
corporate policies, 53-57
coverage, wireless networking,
306-307
curiosity, hacking, 3
CVD (Cisco Validated Design)
program, 107-110
CVE (common vulnerabilities and
exposures), 39-40
cyberwarfare, 4

D
Data Center Design Center guides,
108-109
data integrity, IPsec VPNs (virtual
private networks), 268-269
database credentials coding, 47
database software, attacks, 34
DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)
attacks, 36
vulnerability analysis, 365
deception systems, honeypots, 355
Definitions section, Wireless
Communication Policy, 73
Definitions section (security policy),
56
delivering, security policies, 77-78
Delta reports (CORE IMPACT Pro),
385
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), firewalls,
206-214
Denial of Service (DoS). See DoS
(Denial of Service) attacks
deployment, VPNs (virtual private
networks), 270-271

design concepts
controlling access, 128
incident response teams, 130-131
layered security, 128
monitoring, 129
RBAC (role based access control), 128
user awareness, 128
design strategies, honeypots, 356-357
detailed packet flow, SPI (Stateful
Packet Inspection), 138-139
detection software, HIDS (host-based
intrusion detection systems), 341
dial-in access policies, 47
Diffie-Hellman algorithm, IPsec,
279-280
dig command, DNS passive reconnaissance, 13-14
disaster recovery, 374
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks. See DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service) attacks
DMZ (Demilitarized Zone), firewalls,
47, 206-214
DNS (Domain Name System) attacks,
35
passive reconnaissance, dig command,
13-14
documentation
CORE IMPACT Pro, 384-386
security scanners, 379
DoS (Denial of Service) attacks, 6, 36
IDSs (intrusion detection systems),
353
preventing, 366-367
vulnerability analysis, 363
wireless networking, 315
downstream liability, 195-196
downtime
backups, 100
networks, 196
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dynamic NAT, 142
dynamic proxy firewalls, 145

E
EAP (Extensible Authentication
Protocol), 321-323
EAP-PSK, 323
EAP-TLS, 322-323
EAP-TTLS, 323
eavesdropping, wireless networks,
313-314
echo reply (ICMP) attacks, 38
economic motivations, hacking, 4
edge routers
as a choke point, 220-224
configuring, 220
as a packet inspector, 220
Email and Communications Activities
subsection, Acceptable Use Policy,
62-63
email clients, attacks, 34
E-mail Retention policy, 47
employee information, 6
encryption
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard),
172-173
Triple DES, 171-172
encryption modes, IPsec, 271-272
Enforcement section, 56
Acceptable Use Policy, 63
Password Policy, 68
Wireless Communication Policy, 73
enterprise firewalls, 204
enumeration, 23-26
escalating privilege, 30
Establishing Connectivity section,
Extranet Connection Policy, 75
ETTERCAP, 29
event correlation, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 336

examples
Active Port Scan Results (1-2), 18-19
Analogy as a Standard Access List
(5.1), 134
Firewall with Self-Hosted Internal
Web Server (7-2), 209-214
Query Via nbstat (1-5), 25
RADIUS Configuration (5-3), 159
Sample Cisco ASA Firewall Rules
(7-1), 199
Secure IOS Template (8-1), 235-250
Standard Access List Filtering Packets
(5-2), 135
TACACS Configuration (5-4), 160
Telnet to Mail Server, Doing Some
Reconnaissance (1-3), 20-21
Using DNS for Passive
Reconnaissance via dig Command
(1-1), 13-14
Using nbtstat -c to Display Net
BIOS Names (1-6), 25
Using Windows Net View (1.4), 24
excessive user rights, 34
Executive Summary reports (CORE
IMPACT Pro), 385
Extensible Authentication Protocol
(EAP), 321-323
external vulnerability analysis,
371-373
Extranet Connection Policy, 74-77
Business Case, 75
Conclusion section, 76-77
Establishing Connectivity section, 75
Modifying or Changing Connectivity
and Access section, 76
Point of Contact (POC), 75
Purpose section, 74
Scope section, 74-75
Security Review, 75
Terminating Access section, 76
Third-Party Connection Agreement, 75
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extranet VPNs, 262
extranets, security policies, 47

F
false negatives, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 352
false positives, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 336, 352
fame, hacking, 3
FFS IDS, 230-234
filtering
malware, 201
packets, 134-136
ACLs, 131-136
reactive, 154-155
traffic, 149
filtering network traffic, firewalls, 201
filters
Cisco Web Reputation, 155
content, 147-150
firewalking, 369-370
Firewall/ASAs, 115-118
Firewall with Self-Hosted Internal Web
Server example, 209-214
firewalls, 193-194, 215, 219
all-in-one, 204
benefits, 195
Cisco IOS Firewall IDS, intrusion
detection, 229-234
DMZ (Demilitarized Zone), 206-214
downstream liability, 195-196
enterprise, 204
filtering network traffic, 201
functions, 196-197
implementing, 203-205
inbound access policies, 205-206
limitations, 214-215
lost data, 196
operations, 200-206
outbound access policies, 206

personal, 203-204
proxies, 145
security policies, 200
security policy, 197-200
SPI (Stateful Packet Inspection), 139
VPNs (virtual private networks), 264
zone-based, routers, 224-229
FISMA Vulnerability Validation
reports (CORE IMPACT Pro), 385
Flash (Adobe), attacks, 34
footprinting, 11-17
goals, 12-13
fraggle attacks, vulnerability analysis,
364
fragmentation, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 353
freeware security scanners, 376-382
functionality, PPTP (Point-to-Point
Tunneling Protocol), 177-178

G
General Network Access
Requirements subsection, Wireless
Communication Policy, 72-73
General Password Construction
Guidelines, Password Policy, 66-67
General Policy section, Password
Policy, 65-66
General Use and Ownership section,
Acceptable Use Policy, 58-59
GFI LANGuard, 29
grocery list analogy, packet filtering
via ACLs, 132-136

H
hackers, 1-2
hactivism, 4
script kiddies, 3, 6
stereotypes, 7
tasks, 26
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hacking
attacks, process, 9-32
motivations, 3-4
targets, 2-3
choice, 7-8
opportunity, 4-7
hacking tools, wireless, 325-329
hactivism, 4
Hammersley, Ben, 308
hard drive space, as hacking target, 5
Hawking, Stephen, 331
HaXor, 359
header condition signatures, NIDS
(network-based intrusion systems),
342
Health Insurance Portability and
Accounting Act (HIPAA) of 1996,
50, 81
Heartland Payment Systems, attack
on, 50
helpdesk, forewarning, 100
HIDS (host-based intrusion detection
systems), 337-341
detection software, 341
versus NIDS, 350-351
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability
and Accounting Act) of 1996,
50, 81
History section (security policy), 56
Home Wireless Device Requirements
subsection, Wireless
Communication Policy, 73
honeypots, 331-333, 354-357
deception systems, 355
design strategies, 356-357
limitations, 357
multideception systems, 356
port monitoring, 355
production, 355
research, 355
Host reports (CORE IMPACT Pro), 385

host unreachable (ICMP) attacks, 38
host-based IDSs (intrusion detection
systems), 337-341
hotfixes, 97
best practices, 101
uninstalling, 99

I
ICMP flood attacks, 38
identity theft, 4
IDSs (intrusion detection systems),
331-333, 335-346. See also HIDS
(host-based intrusion detection
systems); NIDS (network-based
intrusion systems)
anomaly detection, 337, 346-347
attack patterns, 351
attack signatures, 351
centralized sensor management, 336
combining methods, 347
DoS (Denial of Service) attacks, 353
elimination of false positives, 336
event correlation, 336
fragmentation, 353
host-based, 337-341
intrusion prevention, 347-348
limitations, 350-353
NBA (network behavior analysis),
338-339
network-based, 338-339, 341-343
origins, 335
pattern detection, 346
products, 348-350
signature detection, 346
signatures, 336
matching, 337
standards-based implementation, 336
stateful protocol analysis, 347
thresholds, 336
wireless, 338-339, 343-344
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ISAKMP (Internet Security Association Key Management Protocol)

IEEE 802.1x, 162-164
IKE (Internet Key Exchange), VPNs
(virtual private networks), 274-275
IM (instant messaging), attacks, 34
implementation, firewalls, 203-205
implementing, VPNs (virtual private
networks), 264-265
inbound access policies, firewalls,
205-206
inbound telnet, limiting access,
112-113
incident response teams, 130-131
incidents, defining, 92
industry best practices, 98-102
change control processes, 98
industry standards, security policies,
79-82
Information Asset Sensitivity, 48
Information System Audit Logging, 48
Information Technology Law (IT Law),
51
infrastructure, wireless networking,
305
Inge, William Ralph, 359
inline wiretap, NIDS (network-based
intrusion systems), 341
instant messaging, attacks, 34
intercepting data, wireless networks,
313-314
Internal Lab security, 48
internal vulnerability assessment,
370-371
Internet lawyers, 51
Internet Security Association Key
Management Protocol (ISAKMP),
272-273
configuring, 281-283
Internet Storm Center, 41
Internet usage policies, 48
intrusion detection, 331-345. See also
IDSs (intrusion detection systems)
Cisco IOS Firewall IDS, 229-234

IDSs (intrusion detection systems),
331-333, 336-339, 345-346
methods, 345-353
signature detection, 346
NBA (network behavior analysis),
344-345
wireless, 343-344
intrusion detection systems (IDSs).
See IDSs (intrusion detection
systems),
347-348
IOS best practices, Cisco, 110-111
IP spoofing, 37, 362-363
IPsec, 276-280
Configuring, 282-286
Diffie-Hellman algorithm, 279-280
encryption modes, 271-272
IKE Phase 1, 277-278
IKE Phase 2, 278
PFS (perfect forward secrecy),
278-279
protocols, 272-273
SAs (security associations), 275-276
transforms, 284-285
tunneling data, 269-270
VPNs (virtual private networks),
257-259, 265-267, 271-273
authentication, 268-269
configuring routers, 281-286
data integrity, 268-269
IKE (Internet Key Exchange),
274-275
security considerations, 293-295
versus SSL VPNs, 290-293
zone-based policy firewalls, 224-225
ISAKMP (Internet Security
Association Key Management
Protocol), 272-273
configuring, 281-283
preshared keys, 282
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ISE (Identity Services Engine), 166
ISO certification, 77-79
ISO/IEC 27002 information security
standard, 78-79
IT professionals, arrogance, 2-3

J-K
Java, attacks, 37
Jones, Matt, 308
keystroke loggers, 31

L
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol),
179-182
Lab and Isolated Wireless Device
Requirements subsection, Wireless
Communication Policy, 72
Land (C) attacks, 37
LAND (Local Area Network Denial)
attacks, 369
LANs (local area networks), 301-304
LAND (Local Area Network Denial),
369
WLANs (wireless LANs), 301-304
benefits, 303
radio frequency, 303-304
standard characteristics, 301-302
Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity),
302-303
large ICMP packet attacks, 38
lawyers, Internet, 51
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP),
179-182
layered security, 128
VPNs (virtual private networks),
270-271
LEAP (Lightweight Extensible
Authentication Protocol), 321-322
legal precedences, 50-51

Lightweight Extensible Authentication
Protocol (LEAP), 322
limitations, honeypots, 357
line access controls, limiting, 111
long-term states, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 352
loose route attacks, 38
lost data, firewalls, 196

M
MAC address filtering, 320-321
main mode (IKE), 274
malicious web pages, 147
malware, filtering, 201
man-in-the-middle attacks, 367
Massachusetts 201: Standards for the
Protection of Personal Information
of Residents of the Commonwealth,
81-82
matching signatures, IDSs
(intrusion detection systems), 337
MD5 (Message Digest 5)
algorithm, 173-175
MD5 route authentication, OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First), 253-254
media players, attacks, 33
Message Digest 5 algorithm, 173-175
Metasploit Framework, 376
METASPLOIT PRO, 30
Microsoft, security, 121-125
Microsoft KB Articles, 98
Microsoft security bulletins, 89-90
Microsoft Security Compliance
Manager, 124-125
Microsoft Windows, NSA (National
Security Agency) Security
Configuration Guides, 119-121
misconfiguration attacks, 28
MitM (man-in-the-middle) attacks, 367
modes of operation, wireless
networking, 305-306
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Modifying or Changing Connectivity
and Access section, Extranet
Connection policy, 76
motivations, hacking, 3-4
multideception systems, honeypots, 356
multi-factor authentication, 161-167

N
NAC (Network Access Control),
162-164
NAT (Network Address Translation),
140-144, 205-206
dynamic, 142
limitations, 143-144
overloading, 142
static, 142
National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), 258
National Vulnerability Database
(NVD), 41
NBA (network behavior analysis),
338-339, 344-345
nbstat command, 25
neighbor authentication, OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First), 252
Nessus, 29, 377
Netcat, 31
NetStumbler, 325-326
Network Access Control (NAC),
162-164
Network Address Translation (NAT).
See NAT (Network Address
Translation)
network security organizations, 39-42
network security standards, 105
Cisco SAFE 2.0, 106
CVD (Cisco Validated Design)
program, 107-110
network traffic, filtering, firewalls, 201
network-based IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 338-339,
341-343

networks, downtime, 196
NIDS (network-based intrusion
systems), 338-339, 341-343
header condition signatures, 342
versus HIDS, 350-351
inline wiretap, 341
port mirroring, 342
port signatures, 342
string signatures, 342
NIST (National Institute and
Technology), 258
NIST security documents, 90
NMAP (Network Mapper),
29, 376-377
NSA (National Security Agency)
Security Configuration Guides,
118-121
Apple, 121
Cisco Systems, 119
Microsoft Windows, 119-121
NVD (National Vulnerability
Database), 41

O
office firewalls, 204
office software, attacks, 34
OmniPeek, 327-329
operating systems, attacks, 27
operations, SSH (Secure Shell),
186-187
organizations, responsibilities and
expectations, 50-53
origins, attacks, 32-33
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
authentication, 251-254
MD5 route authentication, 253-254
plaintext route authentication, 253
outbound access policies, firewalls, 206
outbound telnet, limiting access,
112-113
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overloading NAT, 142
Overview section, 56
Acceptable Use Policy, 57-58
Password Policy, 64

P
P2P (peer-to-peer), attacks, 35
packet analyzers, 363
packet filtering
ACLs, 131-136
grocery list analogy, 132-136
Layer 3, 131
limitations, 136
packet filters, placement, 135
packet flow, proxies, 144
packet inspector, edge routers, 220
packet sniffers, wireless, 326-327
packet sniffing, wireless, 313-314
packets
sniffing, 39
SPI (Stateful Packet Inspection),
136-140
parameter problem on datagram
(ICMP) attacks, 38
Password Policy, 64-69
Conclusion section, 68-69
Enforcement section, 68
General Password Construction
Guidelines, 66-67
General Policy section, 65-66
Overview section, 64
Password Protection Standards, 67-68
Purpose section, 64
Scope section, 64-65
Password Protection Standards,
Password Policy, 67-68
passwords
brute force guess, 29
capturing, 29
policies, 48

securing, 110-111
try and sniff, 29
PAT (Port Address Translation), 142
patches, uninstalling, 99
pattern detection, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 346
pattern evasion, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 353
Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS), 80
PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standard), 80
PCI Vulnerability Validation reports
(CORE IMPACT Pro), 385
peer-to-peer (P2P), attacks, 35
penetration assessment, 370-373
penetration testing, 370-375
perfect forward secrecy (PFS),
IPsec, 278-279
perimeter routers, configuring, 220
personal communication devices,
policies, 48
personal employee information, as
hacking target, 6
personal firewalls, 203-204
PFS (perfect forward secrecy),
IPsec, 278-279
phishing, 35
spear phishing, 35
vishing, 35
whaling, 35
physical security assessment, 373-374
ping of death, 367
ping pong attacks, 369
ping scans, 37
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
encryption, 150-152
plaintext route authentication, OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First), 253
Point of Contact (POC), Extranet
Connection Policy, 75
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Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol
(PPTP), 177-179
policies (security), 45-49
Acceptable Use Policy, 46, 57-64
Conclusion section, 63-64
Enforcement section, 63
General Use and Ownership
section, 58-59
Overview section, 57-58
Purpose section, 58
Scope section, 58
Security and Proprietary
Ownership Information
section, 59-60
Unacceptable Use section, 60-63
common, 48-49
corporate, 53-57
Definitions section, 56
delivering, 77-78
Enforcement section, 56
Extranet Connection Policy, 74-77
Business Case, 75
Conclusion section, 76-77
Establishing Connectivity
section, 75
Modifying or Changing
Connectivity and Access
section, 76
Point of Contact (POC), 75
Purpose section, 74
Scope section, 74-75
Security Review, 75
Terminating Access section, 76
Third-Party Connection
Agreement, 75
firewalls, 197-200
History section, 56
industry standards, 79-82
ISO certification, 77-79
Microsoft, 121-124

Overview section, 56
Password Policy, 64-69
Conclusion section, 68-69
Enforcement section, 68
General Password Construction
Guidelines, 66-67
General Policy section, 65-66
Overview section, 64
Password Protection Standards,
67-68
Purpose section, 64
Scope section, 64-65
Policy section, 56
Purpose section, 56
RBAC (role based access control), 55
relevant, 54
Revision section, 56
samples, 79
Scope section, 56
SLAs (service-level agreements), 45
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Security Policy, 31, 69-71
Conclusion section, 71
Policy section, 70-71
Purpose section, 69
Scope section, 69
Wireless Communication Policy, 71-74
Definitions section, 73
Enforcement section, 73
Policy Statement, 72-73
Revision History, 73
Scope section, 72
Policy section
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Security Policy, 70-71
Policy Statement, Wireless
Communication Policy, 72-73
port forwarding, SSH (Secure Shell),
187-188
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port mirroring, NIDS (network-based
intrusion systems), 342
port monitoring, honeypots, 355
port scan attacks, 36
port signatures, NIDS (network-based
intrusion systems), 342
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol), 177-179
functionality, 177-178
limitations, 178-179
preshared keys, ISAKMP (Internet
Security Association Key
Management Protocol), 282
privileges, escalating, 30
procedural risk assessment, 374
procedures, 85-86
establishing, 94
processes, 85-86, 102-103
attacks, 9-32
covering tracks, 31-32
enumeration, 23-26
escalating privilege, 30
footprinting, 11-17
gaining access, 26-30
reconnaissance, 9-11
scanning, 18-23
change control, 98
production honeypots, 355
protocols
authentication, EAP (Extensible
Authentication Protocol), 321-323
IPsec, 272-273
Message Digest 5 algorithm, 173-175
routing, security, 251-254
security, 169-171, 192
AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard), 172-173
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling
Protocol), 179-182
PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling
Protocol), 177-179

SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm),
175-177
SNMP v3 (Simple Network
Management Protocol
Version 3), 188-191
SSH (Secure Shell), 182-188
Triple DES, 171-172
proxies, 144-147
firewalls, 145
limitations, 146-147
packet flow, 144
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
encryption, 150-152
public libraries, content filtering, 147
Purpose section, 56
Acceptable Use Policy, 58
Extranet Connection Policy, 74
Password Policy, 64
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Security Policy, 69

Q-R
Qoncert, 375
Query Via nbstat example, 25
radio frequency, 303-304
RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service), 158-159
versus TACACS, 160
RADIUS Configuration example, 159
RBAC (role based access control), 28,
55, 128
reactive filtering, 154-155
Reader (Adobe), attacks, 34
Reagan, Ronald, 127
reconnaissance, 9-11
goals, 12-13
record route attacks, 37
redirect (ICMP) attacks, 38
relevant security policies, 54
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remote access policies, 48
remote access VPNs, 259-261
removable media
attacks, 35
policies, 48
reporting, security scanners, 379
reports, CORE IMPACT Pro, 384-385
reputation-based security, 152-156
research honeypots, 355
resource limitations, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 352
responding to security advisories,
87-98
awareness, 88
responsibilities and expectations,
organizations, 50-53
Retina version 5.11.10, 380
Revision History, Wireless
Communication Policy, 73
Revision section (security policy), 56
risk assessment, 48
risks, common, 33-36
rogue access points, wireless networks, 316-317
role based access control (RBAC), 28,
55, 128
roles, establishing, 91
routers, 217-220, 254-255
configuring, IPsec VPNs (virtual
private networks), 281-286
edge
as a choke point, 220-224
as a packet inspector, 220
perimeter, configuring, 220
policies, 49
VPNs (virtual private networks), 264
zone-based firewalls, 224-229
routing protocols, security, OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First), 251-252

S
SAFE (Cisco) 2.0, 106
SAINT scanner, 29, 377
Sample Cisco ASA Firewall Rules, 199
SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network,
Security) Institute, 40
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 80-81
SAs (security associations)
IPsec, 275-276
VPNs (virtual private networks), 273
SAS (Statement on Auditing
Standards) series, 82
SATAN, 29
scanning, 18-23
scanners (security), 375-382
documentation, 379
reporting, 379
scan and detection accuracy, 378
vulnerability updates, 379-380
scheduled downtime, backups, 100
Scope section, 56
Acceptable Use Policy, 58
Extranet Connection Policy, 74-75
Password Policy, 64-65
Virtual Private Network (VPN)
Security Policy, 69
Wireless Communication Policy, 72
SCORE, 41
script kiddies, 3, 6
script source route attacks, 38
scripted attacks, 29-30
Secure Consulting Services (Cisco),
375
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA),
175-177
Secure IOS template, 234-250
Secure Shell (SSH). See SSH
(Secure Shell).
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Enforcement section, 56
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Terminating Access section, 76
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Security Policy, 31, 69-71
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Wireless Communication Policy, 71-74
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Enforcement section, 73
Policy Statement, 72-73
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172-173
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Management Protocol Version 3),
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SSH (Secure Shell), 182-188
Triple DES, 171-172
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Policy, 75
security scanners, 375-382
documentation, 379
reporting, 379
scan and detection accuracy, 378
vulnerability updates, 379-380

security updates, 97
applying, 99
best practices, 101-102
SecurityFocus, 42
sensor blindness, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 352
server-based filtering, 149
servers
as hacking targets, 5
policies, 49
service packs, 97
best practices, 101
keeping up with, 100
uninstalling, 99
Service Set Identifier (SSID). See SSID
(Service Set Identifier).
service-level agreements (SLAs), 45
session hijacking, 362-363
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SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm),
175-177
signature detection, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 346
signatures
IDSs (intrusion detection systems), 336
matching, 337
site-to-site VPNs, 258, 261-262
SLAs (service-level agreements), 45
small-to-medium office firewalls, 204
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vulnerability analysis, 364
sniffing packets, 39
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SNMP v3 (Simple Network
Management Protocol Version 3),
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spamming, warspamming, 311-312
spear phishing, 35
SPI (Stateful Packet Inspection),
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detailed packet flow, 138-139
firewalls, 139
limitations, 139-140
split tunneling, VPNs (virtual
private networks), 265
SSH (Secure Shell), 182-188
Limitations, 188
operation, 186-187
port forwarding, 187-188
versus Telnet, 184-185
tunneling, 187-188
SSID (Service Set Identifier), 310
wireless networks, 318
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
attacks, 35
VPNs (virtual private networks),
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security considerations, 293-295
Standard Access List Filtering Packets
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standard proxy firewalls, 145
Stateful Packet Inspection (ISP). See
SPI (Stateful Packet Inspection)
stateful protocol analysis, IDSs
(intrusion detection systems), 347
Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) 70 series, 82
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static NAT (Network Address
Translation), 142
stereotypes, hackers, 7
storage limitations, IDSs (intrusion
detection systems), 352
string signatures, NIDS (network-based
intrusion systems), 342
switches, policies, 49

SYN flood attacks, 36
vulnerability analysis, 364-365
System and Network Activities
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61-62
System Message Logging (syslog), 229
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Access Control System), 159-160
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TACACS Configuration example, 160
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teardrop attacks, 37, 365
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versus SSH (Secure Shell), 184-185
Telnet to Mail Server, Doing Some
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telnetting, 22
templates, Secure IOS, 234-250
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testing, 99
Third-Party Connection Agreement,
Extranet Connection Policy, 75
threat agents, 86
threats. See also attacks
common, 33-36
DoS (Denial of Service), wireless
networks, 315
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313-314
rogue access points, wireless
networks, 316-317
unauthorized access points, wireless
networks, 316-317
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trapdoors, 368-369
Trend reports (CORE IMPACT Pro),
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Triple DES encryption, 171-172
Trojan horses, 147
TrustSec (Cisco), 164-167
try and sniff passwords, 29
Tunnel mode (IPsec), 271
tunneling, SSH (Secure Shell), 187-188
tunneling data, IPsec VPNs (virtual
private networks), 269-270
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two-factor authentication, 161-167
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uninstalling service packs, 99
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applying, 99
URL-filtering, 154
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user rights, excessive, 34
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Names example, 25
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Security Policy, 31, 69-71
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Purpose section, 69
Scope section, 69
viruses, 147
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VNC (Virtual Network Computing), 31
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VPN (Virtual Private Network)
Security Policy. See Virtual Private
Network (VPN) Security Policy
VPN peers, routers, configuring,
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VPNs (virtual private networks),
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ASAs (Adaptive Security Appliances),
264
benefits, 263-264
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deployment, 270-271
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tunneling data, 269-270
layered security, 270-271
remote access, 259-261
routers, 264
SAs (security associations), 273
security policies, 49
site-to-site, 258-262
split tunneling, 265
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 289-290
vulnerability analysis, 361-370
ARP spoofing, 367-368
back doors, 368-369
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DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)
attacks, 365
disaster recovery, 374
DoS (Denial of Service) attacks, 363
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IP spoofing, 362-363
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Denial), 369
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penetration assessment, 370-371
penetration testing, 370-375
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ping pong attacks, 369
procedural risk assessment, 374
security assessments, 370-375

security scanners, 375-382
session hijacking, 362-363
Smurf attacks, 364
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teardrop attacks, 365
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scan and detection accuracy, 378
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wardriving, wireless networking,
309-311
WarGames, 307-308
warspamming, 311-312
warspying, 312
Web Application Vulnerability reports
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web browsers, attacks, 36
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy),
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whois tool, 16
Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity), 302-303
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Windows 7, security policies, 122-123
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wireless access point (WAP), 304
Wireless Communication Policy, 71-74
Definitions section, 73
Enforcement section, 73
Policy Statement, 72-73
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wireless hacking tools, 325-329
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